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INTRODUCTION

H

idden places, faces, and more faces,
pregnant attics, nature in pure form,
solitude, self-reflection, survival,

humanity under the surface crawling out to
look directly into the lens of simply being in a
brave new world spinning just a little faster than
comfortable, seemingly accelerating each time
one fails; hang on, you might just find yourself
somewhere unexpected – new is not always
bad – all this seems to be a theme of pandemic,
of epic storm, of humanity heaped together in a
common journey as one, wanted or unwanted.
We’ve always have had introspection,
self-affirmation, and doubt in the same step.
However, these last two years, we are moving
forward, seeing ourselves with others’ eyes,
getting caught on camera in the loop of being
the same, but different – but the same – but

different? We have become, as T. S. Eliot
different
describes, caught in a time of a, “hundred
indecisions … a hundred visions and revisions.”
Imagine being the domino master, who,
with one slight shiver, can rattle the entire
puzzle. Imagine the artist looking for the color,
the stroke, to paint that one forgotten pleasure of
normal just under the skin, the one pulsing in the
vein and sinew that holds us sure and steady.
Then, remember, it is the new that moves us
to introspection and change.
As always, thank you to Dr. Neil Matkin and
the Board of Trustees, Digital Commons Manager
Mindy Tomlin-Paulson, Dean Dr. Meredith Wang,
Dr. Kelly Andrews and Public Relations: Marlene
Miller, Donna Kinder, Keli Fink, and Kirk Dickey,
and the ultimate Forces team Deborah Hall,
Rachel Walker, and Susan Mathews.

Forces Editor - R. Scott Yarbrough
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Don’t Be Koi Michaela Cave

5

Horses in the Attic
Craig Erickson
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Grandmama’s Living Room:
In the Huddle
Megan N. Kelley

As a child walking up to my grandmama’s door, I was always greeted by three
images: the warm embrace of my favorite person, a big whiff of her Hope perfume
by Frances Denney, and her enormous Oklahoma Sooners wreath. The wreath was
always hung, year-round, beautifully and perfectly, like stockings across the fireplace
on Christmas morning. Bounding into her Farmers Branch, Texas, living room, I
melted into the smooth softness of her couch the color of cream and traced my
10-year-old fingers around the pink and aqua colored flowers sprawling all over the
cushions. The antique TV set, no bigger than 32 inches, glowed with the Oklahoma
Sooners charging out of that emotion-filled tunnel ready for kickoff! In that living
room on a scorching Saturday afternoon, my sweet, loving, soft-spoken grandmamamy heart — turned me into a die-hard OU football fan. Over the many years, she saw
how much I came to love OU football, just as she always had as an OU alumna where
she played women’s half court basketball.
On those Saturday afternoons before any OU game started, I always admired every,
and I mean EVERY OU t-shirt or object she owned that she’d set out like spectators at
the Oklahoma Memorial Stadium. I was the luckiest grandkid because I got to wear
her vintage, button up, crimson and cream nylon OU jacket. It had seen many football
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games in that living room, and there were always red striped
butter mints or Werther’s caramels in the side pockets for a
quick snack. She always had that nylon jacket ready for me
to wear for good luck. One of my favorite OU items of hers
that’s now faded into a memory, was her bottle opener. After
every touchdown or big play, she
would mess with it so that it made
the sound of our OU fight song. I can
hear it in my head every time I think
of Grandmama’s living room. During
the game, my uncle would come in
from the back porch, always smelling
strongly of cigarette smoke like he’d
just walked out of an old Irish pub.
Grandmama was always teaching
me the rules of the game and about
the exceptional young players and,
of course, giving me an undeniable
love for our head coach at the time,
the distinguished Bob Stoops. I’d
never met him a day in my life, but
still I admired and looked up to that
man like he was a close friend or
relative. In that living room on those
Saturday afternoons, Grandmama
and I watched him coach those young
guys, looking back and forth at each
other in awe like he’d hung the moon.
Halftime in Grandmama’s living room
was always my favorite. Slowly, she
would stop watching TV, get out of

Lawler Hall
Green Corner

couch next to me. She scratched my back with her always

Kimberly Costello

perfectly painted pink fingernails. Grandmama always got

her aqua recliner, and sink into the

every inch of my back, top to bottom, side to side; I never
even had to tell her where to scratch, she always knew. Once
the third and especially fourth quarter started, I knew not to
expect much of her attention. She analyzed those games as if
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she worked for ESPN. Still, she knew I would want a snack
towards the end of the game, so she always had my favorite
snacks on her glass coffee table. You could see all the way
down to her off white carpet through that table, and it was
always wiped down so well that if there wasn’t anything
sitting on it, you probably wouldn’t even notice the glass
on that table was there. She always had different flavors
of caramel, cheddar or her favorite, extra Land O Lake’s
buttered popcorn. Watching the game on her outdated Sony
TV, with all her OU shirts and knick knacks around me with
my Grandmama — who seemed like an OU cheerleader
herself — almost made me feel like I was actually sitting in
Oklahoma Memorial Stadium. When the team fell behind

in score sometimes, Grandmama’s living room made me
feel as if I were in that huddle with Bob Stoops and the
many other notable players, listening to my Grandmama’s
feedback on what needed to be done to ensure we got that
next touchdown. She had only been watching them play
all her life, so she almost always knew exactly what play

A Thinking Man

was going to be called. Grandmama’s living room taught

Gilbert Hu

me the love of the game of football — not just football, but
particularly Oklahoma Sooner football.Grandmama’s living
room was not just a living room. There, I learned how to
scream Boomer Sooner and since then I’ve never stopped –
Boomer Sooner!
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A Lover of Sunsets
Alexis Merker
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HOMEBOUND
Brandon P. Barnhart
I’ve come to this place once again
In the stillness and the quiet of the afternoon
Passing through the towering columns of pines.
I humbly enter this sprawling temple of life
Stepping softly upon the faded path of those before
the distance between me and the world grows infinite.
The rippling stream whispers softly the secrets of the ages;
it tells of the beginning and the end but leads to neither.
The chorus of the rustling leaves rises and falls softly;
their sweet music lay upon this place and make it sacred.
The light explodes high above the forest cover;
traveling millions of miles through a cold and endless void
to dance with the shadows on the forest floor.
Trickling gently through the swaying limbs,
it casts a spell of illumination and warmth
binding all the life it touches, even me.
And now I know the truth,
the darkness cannot exist without the light,
nor the light without the dark.
And I would stay for a thousand years,
But alas, the world calls me back.
It asks that I return to the masses,
to the ticking clocks, the endless tasks,
the loud voices that drown out the chorus.
It calls me to all that slowly steals that which this place has given.
And I leave slowly, because I do not wish to go,
but the sun is kind … and a shadow of my soul remains.
Imprinted upon this forgotten place, this sanctuary of silence
Hovering upon the wind, dancing among the trees
For he is not the lost child, I am.
At long last, he has found his home.
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Run Towards the Sun
Katherine Huang

Ode to Chocolate Chip Cookies
Tajha Bashton
You’re as round as

Sneakily stealing chocolate chips

the moon at night.

when he turns away.

Filling the air with

Oh, chocolate chip cookie

a silent aroma of vanilla.

how without you

Turning the oven on and,

my life wouldn’t ever be the same.

smelling you bake

If we had never crossed paths

takes me back to memories

I wouldn’t be living.

I could never replace.

Brown, crispy, gooey and warm

Spending the summers

when I bite into you

with my dad.

I am filled with warmth.

His hand over mine

Memories and comfort

stirring in one ingredient

I can never replace.

at a time.

Oh, how I love that I can always go there
with just one taste.
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Peace in Pieces
Karen Stepherson
There’s no justice.
It’s just us.
Just us inside
injustice.
Inside justice, we can
end just us.
If we can find peace.
But peace is in pieces.
Can’t find a piece of peace
in these subliminal streets.

Untimely Demise A.J. Sanchez

13

A Method

You take my mom to bed

Johnna Ingram

and dream if you dare.
And some days we hit the road.

there’s a method to your madness,

me in the backseat high on laughter,

to the way in which you choose to survive.

the car leaving tire doughnuts in the lawn.

this way of survival that

some days we con catfish,

upon close inspection

your hands steadying the line

is crystal clear.

and guiding the knife we use to flay our catches.

you just wanted the pain to disappear.

You smell of gasoline,

there’s a method to your care,

cigarettes and beer,

to the way in which you choose to love.

but you’re my new father.

this way of love that your parents taught

I’m so glad you’re here.

with rags of gasoline and apology beers

But some days you don’t come home

at the ripe age of 13.

and Mom yells and slashes your tires

You appear on my doorstep one day,

with the knife we held together

these methods of yours tucked in your back pocket.

some days you do come home,

You call me a “Little Mowgli”

and the method you’re using to survive

and ruffle my hair.

is crystal clear.
You smell of gasoline,
cigarettes and beer.
you aren’t my father anymore
but I don’t want to let you go.
back then I still had hope.
One day you never come home,
having found a new mom and little Mowgli
to call your own.
today you’re not a father
not a son, not a brother —
not someone crying out for help,
for a way to make it all better.
You are “local man”:
a career offender behind bars,
32 years on meth charges.
The decision, the judge said, was crystal clear.

Argiope Aurantia Daphne Babcock
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Deception
Lydia A. Pyle

15

Glam Girl
Christine Vasquez

Not What I Seem
Victoria Grossmann

I am not what I seem
I am chilling and despair
I may seem nice and tranquil, but that is before I boil

I am not what I seem

I am not what I seem

I am unwieldy and damaging

I am your warmth and comfort

I am gentle and calm, but that is before the storm

I am destructive and hurtful, but that is your rose-colored film

I am not what I seem

We are not what we seem

I am destructive and forceful

We are both disruptive and serene

I am sturdy and reliable, but that is before I break

We may seem one-sided, but just flip the coin
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My Autumn Serenity
Lora Santos

My childhood home is nestled in East Texas, surrounded by tall scratchy weeds and
colossal oak trees that shed beautiful brown leaves heavily each year. The fertile topography
provides many places to hide: my favorite place being left of our driveway where there is an
opening in the trees and the weeds have been knocked down just enough to create my personal
sanctuary. The smell of the sweet wildflowers and the commanding scent of cedar trees in the
crisp air helps my mind escape from the torment awaiting me at home. My best friend, who
comes over frequently to keep my mind preoccupied, lives near my haven. While building our
lair we rake the brown and red leaves, along with pointy pine needles and pinecones that smell of
autumn with a hint of citrus. As we work busy as bees an occasional menacing shout can be
heard, even being an acre away from home. I work from when the sun rises, turning the sky
various shades of pink and orange, until the sun disappears slowly taking the yellow and orange
from the sky, gradually replacing it with shades of blue and then finally black. I weave through
the prickly weeds, crunchy fallen leaves, and magnificent trees daily to steer clear of home.

Little Guy, Big World Dylan V. Hudson
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Penny for Your Thoughts Gilbert Hu

18

Marbles of the Mind
Beth Ayers
A lovely opaque marble

Challenges that result in a

slipped through a frayed opening,

mind capable of great thought and

clinked on the hard wood floor

supposition, so I now suppose that

before I scooped it up,

my hourly attention to brain waves

placed it back where it belongs.

has distracted me from other exertion,

I try to prevent the unraveling

the kind that strengthens the body,

that allows leaks to form.

and I wonder what will become of me

Hours are spent exercising,

when I can no longer bend

trying to beat my highest score

to retrieve my lost marbles.

at this word game and that.
Brain games.

See Vo Blow Troubles Away Gilbert Hu
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Curly Hair Smiles
Gilbert Hu
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Ariana’s Portrait
Johnna Ingram

Two Dragonflies

she appears to me, as small as my hand, all aglow

Barry Rynk

with silver sequins and lace flowing to the ground,
I’ll ask of her a favor:

On my 100th birthday …

May you and I be transformed for an hour? Turned into

I’ll finally redeem my Willy Wonka Golden Ticket

A pair of magic dragonflies, voyaging back in time

that marks the place in a book of

to the renaissance, to view Michelangelo adding his

my favorite Yeats poem.

final weary strokes, the final touches of his

Then, I’ll sit down and drink a cup of Apple Blossom

horse-hair brushes on the frescoes of the Sistine

tea with my gray tabby nestled ‘round my feet.

Chapel’s ceiling. And, there, two dragonflies

I’ll patiently wait … and wait for the fairy girl with flowers

dancing aloft near the Adam and Eve,

and stars in her hair to arrive. And, when

watching, furtively, as he finishes his creation.
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Noah
Ann McRae

Red Cedar
Jose Vargas
Before you came along

Never lose me

I had no point

I am in your grasp

My senses dulled

For I am not alone

Unable to move

In another’s hands

Then one day I felt

I hope you hold me close

I could do no wrong

And never use me often

Possibly even write a song

For even I
Can be erased

Jamila
Ann McRae
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Prayers for My Wife
David Drane
Pray for my wife;
I am always right.
Pray for my wife;
I never made a mistake in my life.
Pray for my wife;
I have all the answers to all the questions.
Pray for my wife;
I’m perfect at pointing out others’ imperfections.
Pray for my wife;
I saw logs when I sleep.
Pray for my wife;
When she is not around, she must remind a perfect man to eat.
Pray for my wife;
I can never complete a grocery list.
Pray for my wife;
I always seem to forget the Honey-Do list.
Pray for my wife;
I need a medal for the simplest chore.
Pray for my wife;
The common cold gets me to knockin’ on heaven’s door.
Pray for my wife;
She swears I don’t know a dingleberry from ding-a-ling.
Pray for my wife;
I’m a know-it-all. I know almost everything.
I know birds. I know bees. I know sycamore, cottonwood and cedar trees.
I know why dogs bark. I know why birds sing. I know all about creeping
and crawling things. I know almost everything.
My only mystery is why my wife puts up with me.
Pray for my wife.
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The Mysterious Tragopan
Michaela Cave
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Hummingbird,
Butterfly
Louis Zhow
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The Florist
Amanda C. Bennett
If you know, the florist downtown,
The one who wears the floral crown.
Don’t ask her for flowers today,
For her daughter has gone away.
But if you wait for the spring –
When you can hear the robins sing,
Ask her then,
For her daughter will be home again.

Agraubo Vanillae
Daphne Babcock
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Watering Tonya McMillon
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Waterdrops Melissa Balderos Rios
The In-between
Susan Mardele
Become the joy of warm companionship
Waiting is a talent worth cultivating.

in due time.

It’s not a popular tune,

The dragging, scorching summer

But a fruitful one

ultimately breaks into the easy breath of fall.

if, hands clapped on ears,

There are gifts in the waiting,

Singing, la, la, la, we ignore

quiet days, time to ponder.

urgent calls to premature action.

It’s more difficult to look inside

There is a time for all things.

during times of action.

The move that couldn’t happen yesterday,

But memory, kind memory

falls in place today.

captures only a sequence of events,

The days of solitude that seemed

Forgetting the unwanted cousin…

never to end,

the in-between.
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Open
Craig Erickson
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I Am an Island
Jennifer C. St. John

I am an Island
A place that people visit
But no one calls their home
I am an Island
Surrounded by sunshine and waters
And yet I’m still alone
Why do they only visit
Why don’t they ever stay
I’d give up my heart within a minute
But they just take and go away
No one seems to think of me
Or wonder how I’ve been
But I am an Island so when it’s convenient
They will come to play and swim
I am an Island
But why do they come and go
Weren’t we all just lonely Islands not too long ago?
I wish that people could love me
The way that I love them
And I wish they’d stay forever
Not move on with just the wind
I am an Island
Though surrounded I’m still alone
But I am strong and I am beautiful
And one day someone WILL call this their home.
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Sestina of the Sea

The supple falling of a wave,

Emma Wolf

battering down upon the sand,
immersing the shore with its salt,
whilst deeper out the magnificent creatures swim.
Elegant glimmers of sun strike through the water’s surface
and reflect off the soft, light foam.
Flowing in between our toes, the gentle foam
is the grand finale to the awe-inspiring crash of the wave
that leaves behind bits of shells on the surface.
Away from the sand,
the gleeful shouts of children swimming,
and spitting out the potent water filled with salt.
Hair curled from the salt,
skin soft from the foam.
Spending the day at the beach, enjoying the swim,
surfing the waves,
lying on the sand,
pondering what’s beneath the surface.
I amble along the surface,
searching for the perfect shells, coated in salt,
dusted with sand.
My feet cleansed in the tender foam,
that is then carried out by the wave,
amongst which the children swim.
For I do not go to simply swim,
nor just for the shells on the surface.
I go to watch the rolling of the repeating waves.
I do not go for the hair curled by salt.
I go for something bigger beneath the foam,
beyond the sand.
I go for the wonders, the newly hatched crabs crawling in the sand,
and the fish that nip my toes when I go for a swim.
Tiny blue jellies being carried by foam,
to the surface.
The life that thrives in the salt
beneath the waves.
I love the surface of the sand,
and the waves for their elegance and foam.
But most of all, I cherish the sea that teems with life in the salt.
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Sunrise Reflections
Susan Mathews

Baird’s Sandpiper
Daphne Babcock

Lead Me
Victoria Grossmann

I want to dance with the trees
And sing with the wind

Come lead me to the ocean.

To soar with the clouds

Lead me to the edge.

And feel the sun on my skin

Where the sky sings and the waters dance ahead.

Take me into the water

Let the sand embrace me and the sun kiss my skin.

Lead me through the sea.

Let me dance in the water till the summer’s end

Let the water wash over me as we feel free.

Show me what it’s like to be free.
With nothing to hold me down.
With nothing to defeat.

Lead me to where love sings.
Where all my troubles become unseen.
Lead me to where I can rest in peace.
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Jellyfish
Ann McRae
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Bourbon Sky / White Dress
M. J. Scott
In the miles traveled to California we inhaled the late summer heat with the windows open.
/surging into a sunset that peels into a hazel sway
The west coast had been on her mind for far too long, and I wanted to see her soaked in happy.
/we had cast ourselves from the wrist of our vestige
Though national news warned of a burning that would last a while we hardly considered the risk.
/to fade into the realness of our symmetry.
Dry colors of the deserts we crossed confessed the unforgiving nature and intent of the sun.
/through methods of bonding to our great creation
The air in Joshua Tree tasted crisp and unspoiled by soot that weighted on parts of the state.
/we gathered unhurried in the stillness of our observations
In Pasadena our caution heightened to the smoke and fluttering ash that blanketed the highway.
/and the burdening of time and pressure fell idle.
The skies cleared in Los Angeles but the heat had pushed the mercury to an unwelcoming high.
/and as uncharted realms within us began to broaden
And so we drove on, determined to explore all of the Santa Barbara region yet untouched.
/in the while of our deciphering and resolutions
Coastal piers stretched in the quiet evening waiting out fires, and the calmness was haunting.
/we reserved our empathies for passions left unfound.
The shore lines rolled into overlooking hillsides far from shades of distress and melancholy.
/she will believe these moments in time are meant for us
We came upon pristine vineyards and farmlands tucked away in a range of chaparral landscapes.
/as I will forever owe these moments to her.
It was there we discovered a lake collapsed under a marigold haze, but surviving the thirst.
/guided by the most prevailing power and purifier
Standing there, together, we felt we were meant to witness a view that would outlast us both.
/our bond will always lead us beyond our searching.
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A September Kind of California
M.J. Scott
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Force Majeure
Sam Lusk
Life came,
Its own purpose a mystery,
But I saw green leaves
And I felt the magic of soft days;
I shouted my song of happiness,
And in a sentimental movie,
I discovered my meaning.
I charged the earthquake,
Flattened the riot, plugged the volcano.
Life hung back, just out of sight,
Not caring whether my effort
Was indolent or right.
Then life confessed itself,
Dragging me through the muddy streets,
And just as I found it too much to bear,
Just as I came to know life, the predator,
And began to grieve my sentence,
Life showed me more sentimental theater
And I cried for myself,
And imagined truth and independence.
But life, incognizant, came again to the gate;
It mired me in the doorway of my opportunity,
It starved my children
And ignored my dire straits.
I was a prisoner in it.
Then I discovered life thriving
In burrowing beetles and worms,
As happy there as in me.
But I had lived out my screenplay;
I praised the author, and died earnestly.

Man on Gold Hill Craig Erickson
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Birthdays
Sam Lusk
birthdays,
like hooligan dogs,
racing back and forth
in the alley,
can be distractions
from life lived as
thoughtful poetry.
but unlike those hooligan dogs,
we can recognize days,
nights, as parts,
not broken pieces,
summing into this annual rite,
thus the moment can be yanked back
from those rowdies in the alley.
we can be subservient to the
pleasure of the moment.
food and wine, those rightful,
ritual signifiers
of “time after time,”
add poetry back to life,
leaving the crazed dogs unaware —
those delinquents behind the fence.

Noni’s Freedom
Anna Waller

41

42

My Daughter at 21
Sam Lusk
Once I wrote a poem for a woman

But sleek ceramic fails to define us.

And used a vase as a metaphor.

Oh, filled with flowers, that vase may win

She responded: I’m not empty.

The contest of the day,

But I liked the image. A vase can be

But Nature vigorously corrodes

Beautiful on the outside, and can be

And the vase declines.

Filled with the ephemeral

Yet if it builds its soul to fill its beauty,

Or the immortal.

It becomes more radiant, as this soul,

If I think of you as a vase,

Alive and growing, shows through.

I think, art nouveau —
Willowy, beautiful, in a languorous setting,
Among Greek-like characters
Around a classic reflecting pool,
Its water stirred slightly by everlasting
Considerations of life.
The vase, tall, green, sinewy,
Can halt anarchy in nature,
As it sits resplendent, monarchical.
That may be enough.

You, best philosopher for you,
Deny custom that leaves only emptiness.
Let muscles ache from the pull of the oar,
Feel the dog bite,
Taste the chocolate that tightens the throat;
The leaves of summer are still,
The undulant sound of the locusts
Rises and falls, rises and falls,
As swarms of blackbirds wheel to that sound.
These things, and the vase,
Are all we know of life, and are all of life.

Girl with Roses
Aylia A. Gomez
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Solitaire
Lydia A. Pyle
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Stranger
Emma Wolf
I haven’t weighed myself in weeks.
I’m healthy, and a number shouldn’t define me.
Yet the gnawing voice inside urges me to step up.
Numbers flash, bouncing up and down until settling.
I step back and look at the stranger again, just to see
what decides to stare back and tell me to give up.
Standing silently, I pull at my skin
and contort my body in unnatural ways
frowning down upon this vessel of life
that has carried me through all I have been.
The fleeting moments of happiness I beg to stay,
but the only thoughts that stick are the ones that scrutinize.
A stranger in the mirror;
a different one appearing with each glance.
It just feels like a gamble.
I’m left grasping for a view that’s clearer
but dissatisfied with the second chance
and the day begins in shambles.
My mind withers away at my self-worth relentlessly,
blurring my vision from the truth.
I turn to the mirror once more, and meet the stranger’s gaze.
Muscle melts into fat and I am left feeling empty,
I sink down to the floor, but defeat won’t consume
for I hold on to hope for better days.

Self Portrait
Mahsa Tayefi
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Under the Surface of Stone
Beth Ayers
Think of the time.
Patience.
Perseverance.
Stone
refuses to relinquish its surface
to those with mere desire.
Only hours of repetitive abrasion
will remove tiny fragments
to reveal the vision.
The image begs to be freed
from the prison of rock
until the plea is heard and
the tip of a stone chisel
touches the smooth surface,
hammered with one resounding strike.
Repetition chipping, chipping, chipping,
slowly breaks away the weatherworn
patina, exposing fresh stone,
making a long lasting mark.
The message has been waiting.
Think of the time.
How long has this petroglyph
been calling for you to look,
waiting for you to see?

Monument
A.J. Sanchez

Arches of History
Alicia Schultze
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For A Moment, Our Nation Paused …
Litonya Celestine
For a moment, our nation paused
Enraptured
By the compound fracture
Captured by the American Skin
A nation torn, broken, and battered
Passively pacifying the pleas of the tattered
But in that moment, our nation paused
For 9 minutes and 29 seconds, we held our breath
For 8 minutes and 46 seconds became a symbol of death
The media sensation captured the nation,
But it could not hold our depth
We embraced equality until the next distraction
Revealed the complexity of complexion
Hidden in a cloak of indivisibility for all
A protocol needing a major overhaul
As we try to resolve the transgressions of the caste.
Maybe one day, for our nation’s sake
We can absolve the petulance to avoid being typecast.
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Rust and Flags
Craig Erickson

Get Your Hands Dirty
David Drane
Like the tilling of the land.
Like the pruning of the trees.
Like the kneading of the bread.
Like the churning of the butter.
Relationships require that ours get dirty for the better.
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The Impact of Covid 19 on Mental Health Masha Tayefi
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Speared Heart
Mackenzie Kispert

Hospital Days
Lauren A. Riek
Nothing is silent, like a storm that never ends the cadence of beeps from the monitor, the tube feed bag
pump, the beeping of the heart monitor keeping me safe like a strained hug from a relative that you hug
instead of screaming at just to avoid the noise. Doors being opened, codes going off, the only comfort
being inside one’s own head. Doctors’ voices blurred out by tears and screams and pleads, the longing
for silence that will never be met. The arguments and cadence of other voices becoming the soundtrack I
cannot forget, a symphony of memories good and bad. Nothing will be silent like the rain on the window,
the walls of the room blank. Making you hear every noise, something to focus on other than the chaos
inside my head. The hospital is the storm that never quite has the relief of being in the eye. Everything
having a heartbeat that thumps over and over. The days blurring together and the sounds becoming one.
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Breakthrough
Dylan V. Hudson
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Breaking the Vicious Cycle
David N. Gonzalez

The dark and gloomy corridor sent chills down Theseus’ spine as he stared
down the open gateway into the large and foreboding labyrinth. Over the years,
many had entered as sacrifices to the Minotaur, and none had ever made it back
alive. Thousands of strong men and women before him had died within this
wretched place, and yet somehow, Theseus was supposed to be the one to do the
impossible. Somehow he was supposed to navigate an inescapable maze, kill the
unkillable beast, and come out alive.
Taking a deep breath, Theseus shook his head trying to collect his bearings.
This wasn’t the time nor place to be doubting himself now. Approaching the
black ebony gate, Theseus held up the lit torch in his hand to light his way while
making sure the roll of twine was in the other. Theseus cursed under his breath as
his trembling hands could barely get the twine tied around one of the many solid
black bars on the gate, the thread shaking profusely within the grip of his fingers.
Finally, after what seemed like forever, a sloppy bow of a knot stared back at him.
Giving it a sharp tug, Theseus sighed in relief, affirming the cord’s strength and
stability. Now all he had to do was step foot into the maze and kill the Minotaur
with nothing but a dingy sword that could barely slice a finger. It was at this
moment that Theseus realized that he was screwed, but there was no turning back.
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How could he when there were so many people

slimy bed of filthy human remains was already

relying on him, no, expecting him to save the day?

traumatizing enough, but Theseus wasn’t ready

With a heavy sigh, Theseus hesitantly stepped

for what followed as his only source of light blew

through the gate and into the labyrinth. He could

out upon impact, leaving him alone in complete

already smell the overwhelming scent of death

and total darkness. Theseus paused and held his

as the shadows from the light of his torch danced

breath, not daring to move as his foot throbbed

across the narrow enclosure. The faint firelight

in pain still trapped under a heavy pile of bones.

revealing overgrown slimy mold growing across

However, his injured foot was the least of his

the stone floor and impressively towering walls

worries as a low guttural growl echoed from

on either side of him. It almost seemed like the

deeper within the maze. The growling stopped

slabs of stone went on forever as Theseus glanced

almost as quickly as it started, and an eerie

up to realize he couldn’t even see the ceiling. As

silence began to sink into the air once more. The

far as he could tell, there wasn’t even an end to

Minotaur had sensed Theseus’ presence and was

the roof, just an infinite void of nothing. This

on the hunt to kill him. That growl was just a

observation only served to tighten his grip on the

warning for what was to come. Soon he would be

unfurling twine being unraveled behind him. It

joining the ranks of the dead filed amongst these

was his only way out of this maze, and if it hadn’t

forsaken tunnels. He had failed. Of course, a small
part of him already knew from the start that this
was the likely scenario, yet he couldn’t help but
feel upset. He was going to let everyone down —
the people of Athens, Princess Ariadne, but most
importantly, he would be letting his father down,

been for Princess Ariadne, he would have been

and that was the one person Theseus couldn’t

stuck entering the labyrinth without any kind of

stand to disappoint. But there was no way he

weapon as useless as it was or any twine to guide

could survive now, not with a hurt foot and

him out, for that matter.

without a light to guide him. It wouldn’t take long

Turning a corner around the path, Theseus
grimaced at the sight of a skeleton still rotting
with flesh. Its dislocated bones growing amongst

devour him in this weakened state.
“I’m sorry,” Theseus whispered softly before

the mold. This body wasn’t the only one either,

clenching his eyes shut to accept his fate among

as more and more skulls began to rear their

the dead.

decaying heads. This wasn’t just a labyrinth; it

“Yeah, you should be sorry.”

was a graveyard. This fact was further proven

Theseus yelped in alarm at the sound of

by the uncomfortable sound of bones crunching

someone else’s voice coming directly in front

and flesh squishing under his feet as Theseus

of him.

continued to make his way through the twists
and turns of the maze. Suddenly, Theseus
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for the Minotaur to find Theseus and promptly

“Huh, I didn’t realize ancient Greece was so …
dark.”

yelped in surprise as his foot got caught in what

Not a second later, Theseus’ jaw dropped

appeared to be a large dislocated rib cage strewn

open at the sight of a bright white light appearing

in his path. Toppling over into a smelly and

in front of him. The light caught him off guard for

a second, but after blinking a few times, Theseus

the heat subsided and was replaced with a nice

was shocked to find a small young girl standing

cool feeling. Theseus could no longer feel any

before him.

pain! Scrambling to his feet, Theseus steadied

“That’s better,” the girl declared as she waved
around what looked to be a strange contraption
emanating light from the palm of her hand.

himself and reached for the sword at his side,
desperately trying to unsheath it.
“Aw! Do you need some help with that?” the

Everything about this kid looked foreign to Theseus.

girl chuckled, rolling her eyes as she watched

Her clothes, hair, and just the way she moved and

Theseus’ struggle ensue against the scabbard.

talked was unsettling. He had never seen anything

Finally, the sword was drawn, and Theseus

like her before yet he couldn’t help, but feel like

wasted no time in pointing it straight at the

something about her was familiar somehow.

eccentric stranger confronting him.

“A-a-are you one of the gods?” Theseus gulped,
trying his best to keep his composure. “Perhaps
Demeter or Athena?”
“No, and if I were going to be any goddess, I

“I-I’m going to ask one more time. Who
are you!?”
“Alright! Alright! Calm down before you
hurt yourself,” the girl sighed before turning her

would be Aphrodite, ok? Not some prairie girl or

attention back to her bag. “My name is Lydia, and

book nerd,” The girl scoffed as she knelt down

this may come as a shock to you, but I’m one of

to examine Theseus more closely. “Yup, only an
ancestor of mine would make such an utterly
stupid comparison.”
“Ancestor? Who … who are you?”
“That doesn’t matter. What matters is that I’m
here to help you.”

your descendants from the year 2081. I’ve come

“Now wait just a minute! How did you … AGH!”

back to your time to help you in your greatest time

Theseus’ musings were promptly cut short as

of need, and let me tell you you’re in desperate

the girl, without warning, grabbed Theseus’ buried
foot and forcefully pulled it out, causing a sharp
sting to pulsate through his leg.
“How the heck did you manage to hurt your

need of my help.”
“You’re telling me that you’re from …
the future?”
“Precisely!” Now let’s get to work solving

foot this bad from tripping? Honestly dude, you

our little problem, shall we?” Lydia smiled as she

need to drink some milk or something because

pulled out yet another artifact from her bag.

that’s just sad.”
Shaking her head, the mysterious girl slung off
from her shoulders a curiously large sack. Theseus
reeled back as it was rapidly opened with a loud zip

“Uh … what is that?” Theseus asked as he
gazed curiously at the long object comfortably fit
in Lydia’s hands.
“Oh this? It’s just my AA12 Atchisson assault

and out sprang even more confusing items. Before

rifle! You like it?” Lydia smiled as she raised up the

he could protest anything, a large slab of blue paper

“rifle” and, with a quick swipe, cocked the small

was slapped across his foot. Instantly, it was as if

bar beneath it. “Ok! I’m ready! Let’s go find that

his foot had caught on fire as an intense wave of

giant ass bull.”

heat burned up to his ankle. Almost immediately,

“You mean the Minotaur?”
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“No, Theseus! I mean the bull! Real talk,

just like all of us. You offered yourself up to

though, you Greeks were way too dramatic. As an

Athens as a sacrifice to be sent to try and kill the

FYI, Minotaurs don’t exist,” Lydia snapped as she

“Minotaur” which had already slaughtered so

continued to gather all her things back into her

many children. You stepped up when everyone

bag. Quickly slinging the sack over her shoulder,

else was too afraid to, but in the end, you died in

Lydia motioned for Theseus to follow behind

the labyrinth, and your father, in his grief, took

her as she stalked off deeper into the labyrinth

his life. Your mother remarried, and like a broken

passageways with her assault rifle armed and

record, our cursed cycle continued. No one in our

ready. Theseus wasn’t sure it was best to follow

family tree ever actually makes use of their life

since, obviously, this person was delusional, but

to do anything worthwhile or special. Our whole

as she started to disappear around the bend the

ancestry is filled with kooks, druggies, alcoholics,

light followed her. As bad as the situation was

abusers, and just the most retarded people you

Theseus needed her to survive. Quickly bounding

can think of. That’s why I’m here to kill that

after her figure, Theseus stopped in realization.

stupid bull for you so that our lineage can finally

“Wait! How did you know my name?”

be worth something. You were the closest one

“Like I said I’m your descendant from the

to actually being a hero and using your life for a

future. I know you, or at least the Apple Ancestry

meaningful purpose in our family. I’m not going to

Match App has told me a lot about you.”

let your life get thrown away for nothing! I’m not
going to let our family fade into obscurity with
such a horrible legacy!”
On that final note, Lydia started to march
forward again with a much stronger look of

Staring closer at the girl’s face Theseus

behind. He couldn’t move, not after what she just

he sensed really did mean something after all.

told him. Even though he had had his doubts

“If you really are what you say, then … what’s
in my future?”
For a second, Lydia stopped in her tracks,
pausing to stare at the floor.
“What is there to say? Just like everyone in

before about the validity of her background, all
that had immediately washed away as soon as he
heard her story. In some ways, Theseus couldn’t
help but feel the same way. It wasn’t fair that
people like Lydia and Theseus just can’t ever seem

our family, you tried to be someone and ended up

to measure up to everyone else, but maybe this

falling flat on your face.”

time it could be different? Theseus knew what he

“What’s that supposed to mean?”
“You really want to know?”
Stopping next to Lydia, Theseus observed
as her hands tightened into fists and her form
stiffened up considerably. Theseus nodded his
head for her to continue.
“You know I do want to commend you for
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conviction on her face while Theseus stayed

furrowed his eyes. Perhaps that familiar feeling

had to do.
“So you’re not here to actually help me kill the
Minotaur. You’re just going to kill it yourself?”
“Relax, will you? You’ll take the credit and I’ll
head back to my time like I wasn’t even here.”
“Wait! Stop!” Theseus yelled out as Lydia
continued to march straight ahead. Running up

being the only one in our lineage to actually

to her, Theseus quickly jumped in front of the girl,

get as far as you did, but in the end, you failed

effectively blocking her path.

“Listen, you can’t kill the Minotaur. I have to.”

ahead of me no matter what happens. And that’s

“I don’t think you understand. You already

really all I can ask of myself.

failed! The stories say that you never made it out
alive. You can’t change that, but I can!”
“No! This isn’t your fight! It’s mine. I came here

“Oh wow, so you’re just going to waltz in there
and take this bull down with the power of positive
thinking?” Lydia shouted as she pushed Theseus

to kill the Minotaur, and that’s exactly what I’m

back. Her hands balling into fists. “Risk all of

going to do. This is my responsibility, not yours.”

Athens because you think ‘trying your best’ is

“You’ve got to be kidding me!” Lydia snickered

somehow going to cut it? Listen here, idiot, history

as she took a step forward to confront Theseus.

doesn’t hand out participation trophies. Either you

“What are you going to do against the bull with

win or lose, and you are going to fail big time!”

that rusty oversized letter opener? You would

“You don’t know that and I don’t care if

have died back there if I hadn’t stepped in. You’re

historians tell you otherwise! What makes you

clumsy, unskilled, and have no idea what you’re

better than history saying we’re screw-ups

doing! So tell me, how are you going to beat him,

anyway if all you’re going to do is put me down?”

hm? How?”
“I … I don’t know, but I don’t have to. Whether
I live or die, I did my best to face the challenge

“Hey! That’s not what I … ”
“Yes you are! You’ve gotten so used to other
people telling you who you are that you’ve started

Entwine Lydia A. Pyla
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to do it back to them. How many more family

“Lydia, you don’t have to let our family tree

lineages are you going to destroy because nothing

define who you are. They already made their

they do matters. After all, in your words they’re

choices, and you can’t change that, but you still

just part of some ‘cursed cycle’ that they can’t

have your whole life ahead of you. You can use

escape from, right? Why do you even care about

it to do whatever you want, and if you truly

the reputation that our lineage has throughout

desire to make a difference, then you have to be

history anyway?”

that change.”

“I just … for once ... I wanted to mean

“Ugh, you sound like a Ted Talk.”

something,” Lydia mumbled. A silence washed

“I don’t know what that is.”

over the labyrinth once more as Theseus watched

Lydia laughed aloud at Theseus’ confused

as Lydia slowly put her weapon down. Her eyes
drifting to the floor, not bothering to look up into

face before pulling him in for a quick hug,
“Thanks Great Uncle Theseus.”

his face. “Look, I’m sorry ok? I don’t really know

Before he knew it, Lydia had disappeared

what I’m doing, and this probably isn’t good for

through the blue energy, which quickly dissipated

the time stream. I shouldn’t even be here, to begin

behind her. Theseus was now left alone as he

with, and you know what? You’re right. I get it.

stared back into the shadowy Labyrinth tunnels;

This isn’t my time period, so I really shouldn’t

however, this time, he held Lydia’s small light

have a say in it.”

source, which she had left in his hand. Its

Reaching her hand into her pocket, Lydia

comforting glow spreading back the darkness.

pulled out a small remote. Staring at the device

Reaching to his side, Theseus swiftly unsheathed

in her hand, Lydia sighed before pressing one

his sorry excuse for a sword, but that didn’t

of the buttons. Theseus’ jumped back as a blue

matter. What mattered was that regardless of his

spark crackled and fizzed behind her. The wave

chances, Theseus was going to survive, conquer

of energy swirled and grew until it was the size of

the beast, and bring peace back to Athens. He was

Lydia. The blue wave of energy pulsating behind

going to save the day just like all the legendary

her as she finally looked up at Theseus.

heroes and demigods of fable. This was it. This

“I’m going home,” Lydia stated, smiling sadly

was his moment to prove himself a hero not just

as she waved goodbye. Turning her back, to

to himself but also to all the naysayers throughout

Theseus she was about to enter the portal when

history who would try to say what he can and

she was suddenly stopped by a warm hand that

cannot do, but most importantly he was going to

grabbed her arm.

win for his future grand-niece, Lydia.

If You Look
the Sky is Full of Opportunity
Uma Nair
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The Gender Binary Samantha Ortega
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The Skies are Mine to Behold WOELOCK

Peace Will Come to You When You Beg WOELOCK
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Comet NEOWISE,
Messier 51 The Whirlpool Galaxy
Bill Ponder
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Breakthrough
Karen Stepherson
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Two Birds Louis Zhou
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There Was Once a Great Kingdom
Jennifer Cathlene St. John

There was once a great kingdom
A beautiful city on a hill.
The king had two sons called Darcy and Lucian
And one day the king became ill.
King:
“I will pass on my kingdom to one of you boys
But I will let all my kingdom decide.
The one who is loyal and honest and true
In him will this kingdom reside.”
Darcy was the eldest son and Lucian close behind.
Darcy:
“Lucian doesn’t want the throne, he doesn’t seem to mind.”
Darcy was a cunning man, he was smart but sometimes lied
Darcy:
“The throne belongs to me my father, it is you who must decide.”
Lucian was an honest man, he always did what was right.
Lucian:

One Bird Louis Zhou

“It is I who should rule Father for I am a man of light.”
He wasn’t very humble, but he did what he thought he should
For he was kind, and he was smart, he just might do some good.
King:
“Set up a campaign,we will put it to a vote.
Show the people who you really are, we will see who they promote
Tell them of your service, and show them your good heart.
Let them see the good leader you are, and what separates you apart.”
The sons did as their father instructed, made a list of all their strengths
They hired friends to go around and tell the people at great lengths
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People:

to enact. That all of his people serve one another he

“Lucian is wise, he will make good choices.”

wanted to see how they all would react.

“But Darcy is cunning, he will make you rich”
“Lucian is kind!”
The people were voicing!
“But what good is kindness if it won’t make
you rich?”
Lucian believes we should work for our money.
But Darcy believes we should all learn to share.

The king told his sons he would be going away
King:
“I’ll be gone for three days, this will be practice
for you one day. I’m visiting a healer, I leave you
both in charge. Please care for my people, don’t
let your heads get too large.”
King:
“A great ruler is just, he is kind, he is fair.

Lucian wants to protect his people
But Darcy believes all are welcome everywhere.
Lucian cares for people all ages, no matter how old,
how big, or how small.
Lucian:
“A person’s a person no matter how little,
no matter how mean, or how bitter, or tall.”

He’d be back in three days, he tried not to worry.
Lucian stepped up and said, “I will take care!
For I am just, I am kind, and I’m fair.”
Darcy stepped up, he was annoyed with his brother.
Darcy:

Darcy will always agree with the people, he cares

“Lucian you lack humility, you’re worse than

how they’re feeling over what’s often right.

all others”

Darcy:
“I will do as you wish,” he says to the people,
“there will be no hate, no anger, or spite.”
Darcy believed there shouldn’t be violence
And Lucian agreed but in a different way.
Lucian:

The brothers argued, they yelled, and they fought
In turn the people became very distraught.
Darcy:
“Let me decide what is best for this kingdom, I’m
older and wiser, It is me who should lead them.”

“Violence won’t end just ‘cuz you say it.

Lucian:

Protect yourself there might be a battle one day.”

“You may be old, but it’s wisdom you lack,

Darcy disagreed and said “turn in your weapons.”
Darcy:
“I won’t let you harm one another again”
Some people did as Darcy commanded,
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He thinks first of others, a great ruler is rare.”
And with that, the king left for his journey

You wouldn’t know what to do if we were
under attack.”
Darcy:
“Lucian, your pride, is what is the problem,

People:

You think you are everything, so perfect,

“This really is loving and being a friend.”

and awesome.”

Lucian opened orphanages, and Darcy gave out tons

Because the two princes couldn’t agree The people

of food. They both wanted to help their people,

in turn had no harmony. They gossiped, they stole,

they just had a different attitude. Darcy bought toys

they lied, and they fought There was no denying

for all of the orphans and Lucian thought it’d be good

this behavior had been taught

Darcy’s followers came up with a plan
People:
“Darcy must rule this whole province and land!”
Lucian’s followers were all scheming too
People:

King: “My kingdom’s in ruins! What happened
last night?”
The sons both tried to explain to their father
Darcy and Lucian: “It’s not my fault, you
should just blame my brother!”

“There’s no way that Darcy’s a better leader

King: “My sons I left you both in charge of

than you!”

my kingdom. You failed me and the people,
you’re not fit to lead them. All you did was

One day Lucian went out to buy bread
People:
“You cannot shop here I’d rather
you were dead.”
Some people yelled as he walked through the
streets They threw eggs, some old garbage, and
their old rotten meats
People:
“You’re naïve if you don’t pick Lucian to rule.”

argue and fight. Nothing you can say will
ever make this right!”
Darcy and Lucian felt terrible for what they started.
Darcy and Lucian: “We must heal this
kingdom, we’ll fix it whole-hearted!”
They gave their own money to the people in need.
They worked and they worked and the people
took heed.

and “you’re foolish if you think that Darcy’s

They rebuilt some houses and cleaned up the

not cruel. “

streets. They fixed all the windows and mended

While the people argued they just couldn’t see
That a neighboring kingdom had heard what
happened in the city

ripped sheets. They brought food to orphans, to
widows, and the needy. It was better to give all,
than to just remain greedy.
They began to help out all their neighbors and
friends and soon the kingdom began to look great

Enemy: “This is the perfect time of us

once again. The people forgave one another and

to attack.”

mended. The things that were said that had made

The people are divided they cannot fight back.
They came in the night while the people

them offended. The king saw all the good his
sons had done.

were sleeping.
Enemy: “They won’t even notice, they’ll just
keep on dreaming.”

The king split his crown giving half to each son.
King:

They stole some fine jewelry, some silver, and gold.

“Two kings will now rule, you two will act

They took what they wanted everything else

as one. Advise one another and do what

would be sold.

is right, Don’t let anger and bitterness

When the people awoke the next morning in fright
They blamed one another for this terrible night
They couldn’t agree on who would stand guard
They all thought that staying up late would be hard
The king returned that morning to this terrible sight

influence your sight.”
“Stick together in all that you do,
Remember you are family, and you’re both
fit to rule. Love all the people and care for
each other. You’ll both be great leaders and
most importantly good brothers.”
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No Title Braxton F. Garms

In America
Shelby Rivenson
What is the American dream?
One where troubles are left elsewhere?
One where the past is forgotten?
Or is it
One in which the future is faced without constraint from the past?
One where you can plunge into the depths of society with complete disregard for a past
in which humanity had been forsaken?
No.
The American dream is one in which each is held responsible for who you are and once
had been.
One where intolerance of lack of humanity is key.
And,
One where EACH will be held accountable for past injustices.
An American dream is one preserved for fighters and survivors
Not tormentors.
For in America, JUSTICE is the American dream.
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